Making Terms Matter: Presenting TermWeb,
powerful terminology management software
Presenting TermWeb, the powerful terminology management software from Interverbum Tech. TermWeb is a
web-based, platform-independent system designed to
integrate with your company’s content management
system and processes. Use Tridion or SDL Trados Studio?
No problem. Work in Microsoft Word or other desktop
publishing software? TermWeb does too. However you
manage terminology, TermWeb is a powerful and easy
to use addition to your company.

All your terms are stored in a central database, so you
can access your information from any computer, anywhere in the world. This also means that users are always seeing the most up-to-date list of terms. Users
can easily add or edit terms, and TermWeb keeps a
comprehensive history of all changes to your term
database.
Once you have created a dictionary of terms, you
can synchronize that list with SDL Trados Studio,
Microsoft Word and other programs. When a user
searches the correct translation or types an incorrect term in these programs, TermWeb notifies them
of the correct term. And if you have other systems
in place, TermWeb’s open and well-documented API
lets you integrate with those as well.

Manage and distribute
company-specific terminology online
TermWeb can provide every member of your organization–regardless
of location – with company- and industry-specific terminology via
your Internet browser or company Intranet/Extranet. Everyone can
easily access updated and comprehensive dictionaries/terminologies
that are stored in one central database, thus ensuring the accuracy
and consistency of your terminologies at all times.
TermWeb is platform-independent, which makes it easy and costefficient to implement. It features a robust but easy-to-use set of administrative options. You can define custom dictionaries, set viewing
permissions for multiple groups and create an extensive system of
filters to help users refine their search. And each term can contain a
wealth of information: notes, support files (such as images, sound files
or videos), visual relationship charts and more.

Are you ready for the challenge
of multilingual communication?
• Create a plan
Our localization experts will work with your team to design the
most efficient terminology integration plan for your company.
• Get integrated
We’ll work with you to integrate TermWeb to your current environment and help import your existing information. We can
also customize the user interface and database structure to suit
your specific needs.
• Create company-specific glossaries
Does your company lack company-specific glossaries? We can
extract and compile terminologies from your existing documentation to help you create them.
• Training
Our experienced terminology management experts provide user
and administrator training for everyone that will be in contact
with the terminology management system.
• Support around the clock
We have skilled staff ready to help you out with your queries at
any time.
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TermWeb –
terminology management made easy
• Easy-to-use user administration functions
• Efficient collaborative editing using Grid View
• Comprehensive dictionary management
• Term history, including date, author and validator for
each entry
• Create visual “relationships,” charts that show how terms
relate to one another
• Definable access to filters and import/export functions
• Standard compatibility (TBX and ISO639)
• Printing functions (to PDF file or directly to printer)

Terminology on the go

TBX compatibility

With TermWeb’s hosting service, your software – including specific
terminologies – is hosted on our servers; all you need is a web browser
and an Internet connection. You get all the benefits of TermWeb with
none of the cost or hassle of installation and maintenance. This is an
option well suited for anyone who needs on-the-go access to their
terminology database.

TermWeb fully supports TBX (TermBase eXchange), an open XMLbased standard format for terminological data. TBX facilitates
information interchange among term bases with different data
models, e.g. the flow of terminological information throughout an
information cycle, both inside an organization and with outside
service providers. TBX files can be imported into and exported from
most software packages that include a terminological database

Take TermWeb into your own hands
TermWeb is also available for local installation on your servers. You
can purchase any number of licenses and access the software and term
database over your own secure Intranet/Extranet. If you use multiple
translation agencies, you can also give them access to your terminology system, ensuring they always have the latest approved terms.
TermWeb can even be integrated with other systems, such as your
product data management, labeling, invoicing or bidding systems.

Easy access to frequently used
industry-specific terms
Does your company lack of a company-specific glossary?
Interverbum technology can extract and compile specific terminology
from your existing documentation. As a complement to your own glossary you can choose to subscribe to some of our published dictionaries
of industry terms for a number of different sectors. You get access to the
terms via our marketplace for terminology on the web: TermCentral.com
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